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n the four decades since Earth Day was
first established, our nation has addressed numerous important environmental issues. Even so, we still face problems,
both locally and globally. And unfortunately, it
seems that as we implement one environmental solution, it has unforeseen or unintended
consequences, and we need to step back and
rethink our approach to the problem.
Recycling is a good example.
After decades of effort, public education, and
campaigns, many Americans eventually adopted recycling habits. In California in particular,
residents have been separating trash and recycling plastic and paper for years, believing
those efforts were helping to make significant
progress in reducing waste. These steps also
allowed us to feel good, knowing that even if we
were drinking from plastic bottles or consuming single-use items, we knew that recycling
would mitigate the harm to our landfills and
natural resources.
Be l ow : B undles of mixed pape r wai t for re cycli n g .

“...China refused any
bales that weren’t
99.5% recyclable.”
However, it turns out that much of our carefully
sorted recycling is heading back into landfills,
and attempts to reduce landfill trash by recycling may become close to useless.
For years, the U.S. has relied on China (the largest importer of recyclables) and other developing countries, to accept bulk, unsorted recycling.
The U.S. has sent tons of recyclables to China,
where they would be transformed into consumer goods and new plastic products. Then in
2017, due to being overwhelmed by the amount
of trash coming into their country, China announced it was changing the standards for the
recyclables it would accept. As it turned out,
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“After decades of effort, public education,
and campaigns, many Americans eventually adopted recycling habits.”
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much of the material couldn’t be economically
recycled into new products. Large amounts of
the material were simply dumped into the environment.
In 2018, China refused any bales that weren’t
99.5% recyclable. Last year, China restricted
imports of certain recyclables, including mixed
paper—magazines, office paper, junk mail—and
most plastics, and announced it would stop importing all recyclables as of January 1, 2020.
The result?
U.S. waste companies are now overflowing with
recyclables nobody wants. Some sits in warehouses, waiting for a destination. And the cost
to dispose of these unwanted recyclables is
skyrocketing. Since there is no longer a market
for their recycling, waste-management companies throughout the nation are offering towns,
cities, and counties two recycling options: (1)
pay higher rates to continue recycling; or (2)
throw it away into landfills.
Unfortunately,
most cities and towns are opting for the latter
option and dumping recyclables in local landfills in order to save money. Higher prices are
not our only recycling problem. California’s can
and bottle redemption program is also one of
the hardest-hit recycling programs under the
current situation.
To some extent, Californians saw this coming.
Rather than rely solely upon recycling programs,
California has looked to curb the demand and
use for single-use materials. For example, in
2016, California voters upheld a ban on plastic
bags. In 2017, they took a stand against single-use plastics and agreed to impose a statewide restriction on plastic straws. In response,
many California cities and counties have created strict guidelines addressing single-use plastics.

or convenience goods. We’re commuting less.
On the other, we’re using more paper (rather
than cloth) and throwing it away because can’t
(and shouldnt!) be recycled. We’re increasing
our individual demands on delivery services,
thereby increasing the amount of packaging
that comes into our homes.
To honor Earth Day, we should take this time
to examine our daily lives: the products we use,
the habits we have, and the changes we could
make in our mindsets. The internet is ablaze
with patterns for cloth face masks to wear in
public, thereby saving disposables for health
care providers and keeping yours out of a landfill. Plant something edible; the end result won’t
need a twist tie or plastic bag that you’ll throw
out anyway. Use a rag or old t-shirt, not paper
towels, to disinfect surfaces. And yes, if you do
your own baking, it won’t come in a non-recyclable plastic bag.

We Make Sense of Complex
Environmental Regulations and
Propose Real-world Solutions for
Business Owners and Individuals.
At the Law Office of Jennifer F. Novak, we are
small enough to provide our clients with personal attention, but fully equipped to expertly
litigate your environmental law matter from
petition through to appeal. Versatile, endlessly enthusiastic, diligent, and dedicated, we propose real-world legal solutions to environmental problems that satisfy regulators and work
for your company’s bottom line. If you know of
anyone who has questions about environment
issues, they can, contact us here.

And then, with COVID-19, the world has changed
again. On one hand, with California’s stay-athome orders, we have less need for single-use
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“ To honor Earth Day,
we should take this time to
examine our daily lives: the
products we use, the habits we
have, and the changes we could
make in our mindsets.”
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